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This Special Issue on “Processing and Storage of Agriculture Products” aims to curate novel advances in technologies related to modern agricultural biology, processing and engineering, new material and biology, and food function and analysis, in order to address longstanding challenges in processing and storage of agriculture products. Topics include, but are not limited to:

- The application of modern agricultural biology technology to address challenges in processing and storage of agricultural products (e.g., genetic improvements, synthetic biology, and omic techniques);
- Progress in intelligent-processing, deep-processing, precision-processing theories and technologies of agricultural products;
- Development of new material, biology and engineering technologies that affect agriculture products’ quality and safety, and bioavailability improvement;
- Advances in functional improvement and analysis technology of agricultural products during processing and storage.
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*Processes* (ISSN 2227-9717) provides an advanced forum for process/system-related research in chemistry, biology, material, energy, environment, food, pharmaceutical, manufacturing and allied engineering fields. The journal publishes regular research papers, communications, letters, short notes and reviews. Our aim is to encourage researchers to publish their experimental, theoretical and computational results in as much detail as necessary. There is no restriction on paper length or number of figures and tables.
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